ASCAP SONGWRITERS SHINE IN ANOTHER STELLAR YEAR

CHART-TOPPING WRITERS
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Congratulations to our 2012 Chart-topping members asCap songwriters shine in another STELLAR year

Beyoncé • Tavish Crowe • Chris DeStefano • Antonio Dyggs • Fher • Ben Hayslip
Wayne Anthony Hector • Jay-Z • Carly Rae Jepsen • Greg Kurstin • Sharon Axe Moi
Kip Moore • Eric Paslay • Nate Ruess • Joan Sebastian • Ryan Tedder • Wale
Henry “Cirkut” Walter • Mike Will • Rami Yacoub

10 OUT OF TOP 10
- Hot Rap Airplay
- Hot Adult R&B/Hip-Hop
- Hot Rhythmic Songs
- Hot Latin Rhythm

9 OUT OF TOP 10
- Hot 100 Songs
- Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs
- Hot Christian AC
- Canadian Hot 100

8 OUT OF TOP 10
- Hot 100 Airplay
- Hot Mainstream R&B/Hip-Hop
- Hot Tropical Airplay
- Hot Latin Pop
- Hot Digital Songs
- Hot Dance Songs

7 OUT OF TOP 10
- Hot Adult Top 40
- Hot Adult Contemporary
- Hot Mainstream Rock
- Hot Ringtones
- Hot Gospel Songs
- Hot Christian Songs

Song charts based on data compiled from Billboard’s 2012 Year-End charts.